We revisit the modeling of the properties of the black-hole remnant resulting the merger of a black-hole binary as a function of the parameters of the binary. We provide a set of empirical formulas for the final mass, spin and recoil velocity of the final black hole as a function of the mass ratio and individual spins of the progenitor. In order to determine the fitting coefficients for these formulas, we perform a set of 126 new numerical evolutions of precessing, unequal-mass black-hole binaries, and fit to the resulting remnant mass, spin, and recoil. In order to reduce the complexity of the analysis, we chose configurations that have one of the black holes spinning, with dimensionless spin α = 0.8, at different angles with respect to the orbital angular momentum, and the other non-spinning. In addition to evolving families of binaries with different spin-inclination angles, we also evolved binaries with mass ratios as small as q = m1/m2 = 1/6. We use the resulting empirical formulas to predict the probabilities of black hole mergers leading to a given recoil velocity, total radiated gravitational energy, and final black hole spin.
I. INTRODUCTION
Black holes and black-hole binaries (BHBs) are thought to be ubiquitous in nature. Supermassive BHs, which have masses from ∼ 10 6 M to ∼ 10 10 M (M is the mass of the sun) are thought to be at the centers of most galaxies with a bulge, while stellar-mass BHs generated in the collapse of massive stars, have masses from ∼ 10M to ∼ 100M . There is strong observational evidence for both binaries and solitary black holes from these two populations. More speculative is the intermediate mass BH population, which would have masses from 100M to ∼ 10 6 M (see, e.g., [1] ). In 2005, there was a series of remarkable breakthroughs in numerical relativity (NR) [2] [3] [4] , that allowed, for the first time, simulations of merging BHBs. One of the most remarkable results that came from these simulations is that the merger remnant can recoil at thousands of kilometers per second (see ).
The first in-depth modeling of the recoil from the merger of non-spinning asymmetric BHBs was done in Ref. [14] , where it was shown that the maximum recoil is limited to ≈ 175 km s −1 . Soon after, other groups showed that the maximum recoil for spinning binaries, where the spins are aligned and counter-aligned with the angular momentum, is much larger. In Ref. [20] and [25] , it was shown that the maximum recoil for an equal mass, spinning binary with one BH spin aligned with the orbital angular momentum and other anti-aligned is ∼ 475 km s −1 . However in Ref. [42] we find that for a mass ratio of q ≈ 0.62 there is a maximum recoil of V max ∼ 525 km s −1 . The recoils induced by unequal masses and aligned/counteraligned spins is always in the orbital plane of the binary (which, by symmetry, does not precess). In [11] , our group performed a set of simulations that showed that the out-of-plane recoil, which is induced by spins lying in the orbital plane, can be much larger. These superkicks [10, 11, 13, 15, 28] were found to be up to 4000 km s −1 when the spins were exactly in the orbital plane. Originally, it was thought that these in-plane spins maximized the recoil, however, as our group found out in [30] [31] [32] , due to the hangup and other nonlinear-in-spin effects [43] , having partially miss-aligned spins actually leads to a substantially larger recoil (up to 5000 km s −1 ). An open question remained, however, of how the recoil behaves as a function of the binary's mass ratio. This problem was first examined in detail in [8] , where minimally precessing configurations were examined, and later in [27] .
The next major challenge was to distill the results from large numbers of numerical simulations into convenient empirical formulas that map the initial conditions of the binary (individual masses and spins) to the final state of the merged black hole [42, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] .
Here we report on an effort to create both a bank of a large number of unequal-mass, precessing BHB simulations and the subsequent modeling of the recoil as a function of the binary's initial configuration. Our goal in this paper is the produce an interpolative formula that is accurate within the mass ratio range 1/6 < ∼ q ≤ 1 and provides a reasonable extrapolative formula down to mass ratios as small as q = m 1 /m 2 = 1/10, as well as for intrinsic spins α = S i /m 2 i as large as 0.95 − 0.97 (here S i is the spin angular momentum of BH i).
In constructing the new formula, we will enforce the particle limit behavior v rec ∝ O(q 2 ), which is the expected behavior provided that the central BH is not spinning too fast (see though Refs. [53, 54] on resonance recoil which scale as q 1.5 for α ≤ 0.97, see also [8, 27] for a discussion on whether or not the recoil should scale generically as O(q 2 ) ). A note of caution. We will be basing on formulas on runs performed for moderate to high spins α < ∼ 0.9. The dynamics of particles in the vicinity of a Kerr BH vary in an non-differentiable way at α = 1. Therefore, for extremely high spins, there are likely interesting effects that cannot be elucidated using lower spin simulations. Fortunately, these effects occur at spins higher than what is expected astrophysically. See [55] [56] [57] for discussions about these effects.
In addition to modeling the recoil, we also provide new interpolative formulas for the total radiated mass and final remnant spin.
In the sections below we use the following conventions. We denote the horizon mass of the two BHs in a binary by M 1 and M 2 , while we denote the mass of the two BHs at infinite separation, as well as the mass of the two BHs in post-Newtonian theory, by m 1 and m 2 . We always denote the total mass by m (either m = m 1 + m 2 , or m = M 1 +M 2 , depending on the context). The symbol M will always denote the unit of mass. We will use S 1 and S 2 to denote the spins (in units of M 2 ) of the two BHs. For our expansion formulas, we will use the variables,
S 0 = S + (1/2)δm ∆,
as well as the dimensionless equivalent variables
Note that the set of variables { S, ∆, S 0 } is linearly dependent. We will only use the pair of spin variables ( S, ∆) or the pair ( S 0 , ∆) in any one fit. Finally, we will decompose vectors in terms of components parallel to the orbital angular momentum, which we will denote with the subscript , and components in the orbital plane, which we will denote with the subscript ⊥. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we summarizes the numerical techniques used and describe the configurations we evolve. In Sec. III we review how symmetry arguments can be used to limit the number of terms in an expansion of the recoil and remnant mass and spin, and then explicitly give the form of each expansion term up through fourth-order. In Sec. IV, we provide the procedure used to fit the remnant properties to the parameters of the binary and provide the resulting fitting formulas. In Sec. V, we use these fitting formulas to calculate the statistical probabilities for a given recoil and remnant mass and spin given several plausible distributions for the possible parameters of the binary. Finally, in Sec. VI, we discuss the relevance of our results in the context of galactic and supermassive black-hole evolutions. We also provide an appendix with an extensive list of simulation results that can be used for further modeling.
II. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
We evolve the following BHB data sets using the LazEv [58] implementation of the moving puncture approach [3, 4] with the conformal function W = √ χ = exp(−2φ) suggested by Ref. [59] . For the runs presented here, we use centered, eighth-order finite differencing in space [60] and a fourth-order Runge Kutta time integrator. (Note that we do not upwind the advection terms.) Our code uses the EinsteinToolkit [61, 62] / Cactus [63] / Carpet [64] infrastructure. The Carpet mesh refinement driver provides a "moving boxes" style of mesh refinement. In this approach, refined grids of fixed size are arranged about the coordinate centers of both holes. The Carpet code then moves these fine grids about the computational domain by following the trajectories of the two BHs.
We use AHFinderDirect [65] to locate apparent horizons. We measure the magnitude of the horizon spin using the isolated horizon (IH) algorithm detailed in Ref. [66] . Note that once we have the horizon spin, we can calculate the horizon mass via the Christodoulou formula
where m irr = A/(16π), A is the surface area of the horizon, and S H is the spin angular momentum of the BH (in units of M 2 ). In the tables below, we use the variation in the measured horizon irreducible mass and spin during the simulation as a measure of the error in these quantities. We measure radiated energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum, in terms of the radiative Weyl Scalar ψ 4 , using the formulas provided in Refs. [67, 68] . However, rather than using the full ψ 4 , we decompose it into and m modes and solve for the radiated linear momentum, dropping terms with ≥ 5. The formulas in Refs. [67, 68] are valid at r = ∞. We extract the radiated energy-momentum at finite radius and extrapolate to r = ∞ using both linear and quadratic extrapolations. We use the difference of these two extrapolations as a measure of the error.
Both the remnant parameter variation, and the variation in the extrapolation to infinity of the radiation underestimate the actual errors in the quantity of interest. However, because quantities like the total radiated energy can be obtained from either extrapolations of ψ 4 or, quite independently, from the remnant BHs mass, the difference between these two is a reasonable estimate for the actual error.
For the BHB data presented here, one BH is spinning and the other non-spinning. By convention, we choose BH2 to be spinning and define the mass ratio q by q = m 1 /m 2 . So q < 1 implies that the larger BH is spinning, while q > 1 implies that the smaller BH is spinning.
We use the TwoPunctures thorn [69] to generate initial puncture data [70] for the BHB simulations described below. These data are characterized by mass parameters m p1/2 , momenta p 1/2 , spins S 1/2 , and coordinate locations x 1/2 of each hole. We obtain parameters for the location, momentum, and spin of each BH using the 2.5 PN quasicircular parameters. We normalize our data such that the total Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) energy is 1M and the mass ratio, as measured by the horizons masses on the initial slice, has a given value. Because the BHs absorb energy during the first few M of evolution, the actual mass ratio will be altered. In the fits below, we always use the mass ratio calculated when the BHs have equilibrated.
Our empirical formula will depend on the spins measured with respect to the orbital plane at merger. In Ref [27] we described a procedure for determining an approximate plane. This is based on locating three fiducial points on the BHBs trajectory r + , r 0 , and r − , where r + is the point wherer(t) (r(t) is the orbital separation) reaches its maximum, r − is the point wherer(t) reaches its minimum, and r 0 is the point between the two wherë r(t) = 0. These three points can then be used to define an approximate merger plane (see Fig. 1 ). We then need to rotate each trajectory such that the infall directions all align (as much as possible). This is accomplished by rotating the system, keeping the merger plane's orientation fixed, such that the vector r + − r 0 is aligned with the y axis. The azimuthal angle ϕ, described below, is measured in this rotated frame.
A. Configurations
For this exploration of the dependence of the recoil, total radiated energy, and remnant spin on the mass ratio we will use an extension of the basic N configuration of [31] . For the N configuration (see Fig. 2 ) one BH is spinning and the other non-spinning. Here we define the mass ratio q as the ratio of the mass of the nonspinning BH to the spinning one. Thus q = 2 and q = 1/2 configurations differ in whether the spinning BH is the more or less massive one. The polar orientation of the N configurations will in general change over the course of the evolution. However, a family of fixed starting polar angle θ and different azimuthal angles φ will evolve to a family of configurations at merger with very similar polar orientations. This will be critical to our fitting as we will be examining the maximum recoil over φ for a given (ending) polar angle θ and mass ratio q.
We will denote these configurations by NQxxxTHyyyPHzzz, where xxx indicated the mass ratio, yyy indicates the initial polar angle of the spin, and zzz indicated the initial azimuthal orientation of the spin. We will also reexamine the fitting of the equal-mass The points r+, r0, and r− correspond to the times wherer is maximized, zero, and minimized, respectively (denoted with arrows here). The plot below shows the trajectory, the points r+, r0, r− (large red dots) and the "merger" plane. 3 . The K configuration. S1z = −S2z, while S1x = S2x and S1y = S2y, initially.
N and K configurations of Ref. [31] . Note that while the K configurations start with the two in-plane components of the spins aligned (see Fig. 3 ), the two spins rotate with respect to each other leading to non-trivial values of ∆ ⊥ and S ⊥ at merger.
A detailed list of initial data parameters for the new NQxxxTHyyyPHzzz configurations is given in Tables XV -XVII. The measured radiated mass, angular momentum, and recoil is given in Table XVIII -XX. As we saw previously [31, 42, 52] , the isolated horizon quantities are more accurate than their radiative counterparts. The two are shown for various configurations in Tables XXI-XXIII. The differences between the radiative and isolated horizon measures is a reasonable measure of the true error in the radiative quantities.
Finally, in Tables XXIV-XXVI we give the spins near merger and the recoils in a frame adapted to the averaged orbital plane at merger. Results from the K configurations are also reported in these tables.
III. EXPANSIONS FOR UNEQUAL MASS BINARIES
We have adopted Taylor-like expansion formulas [45] to model the remnant black holes mass and spin [52] and recoil [31] . In the approach above, we considered polynomial formulas in powers of the spin parameters only.
In this paper we generalize the fitting formulas in [31, 52] for unequal, but comparable, mass binaries. To do this, we consider the expansion variable δm to be on the same footing as the spin variables. We also consider another modification. Because the binaries we study are precessing, and the component of the variable S 0 = m( S 1 /m 1 + S 2 /m 2 ) in the direction of the orbital angular momentum is conserved at lower post-Newtonian order [71] and approximately conserved in full numerical simulations [72] , we consider separate models for the TABLE I. Symmetry properties of key quantities under parity (P) and exchange of labels (X).
remnant based on the sets of variables { S, ∆, δm} and { S 0 , ∆, δm}.
A Taylor expansion of a function with v independent variables of a given order of expansion o has n terms, where n is given by [73] 
However, only certain combinations of variables are allowed due to symmetries of both the remnant quantity to be modeled and the binary parameters entering the model. The two key symmetry operations are parity (x → −x, y → −y, z → −z) and exchange of labels 1 ↔ 2 for the two BHs. These symmetry properties are summarized in Table I . Our particular expansion functions for the recoil are summarized in Tables II and III. Note that each term in these tables is multiplied by a fitting constant. The total number of terms for the expansion of the recoil, and a comparison to a generic Taylor expansion, is given in Table IV. Despite the symmetries, which reduce the total number of terms in the two components of the recoil by a factor of ≈ 4 compared to the generic Taylor expansion, there still are many parameters to fit and aliasing can lead to large statistical uncertainty in the values of the fitting constants. To partially overcome this, we use a hierarchical procedure where we fit the full set of coefficients and then reduce the number of fitting constants by setting all constants with large statistical errors in the original fit to zero. The fit is repeated and again the constants with the largest statistical uncertainties are set to zero. This procedure is repeated until the remaining constants have acceptable statistical uncertainties.
Our particular expansion functions for the remnant spin are summarized in Tables VI and V. Note that each term in these tables is multiplied by a fitting constant. The total number of terms for the expansion of the remnant spin, and a comparison to a generic Taylor expansion, is given in Table VII. TABLE II . Parameter dependence at each order of expansion for the off-plane recoil.
Order Terms in V 0th 0
Note that the combined number of terms in the expansions of the two components of V and J at any given order matches the total number of terms in the Taylor expansion for a scalar function with no symmetries.
The expansion of the radiated mass will have an identical set of terms to the expansion of J (see Table  VIII ). We have found that in practice this expansion (up through fourth-order) provides an accurate description (see [42] ) although alternative Padé approximant expressions are also possible as in Ref. [74] . Order Terms in J ⊥ 0th 0
TABLE VI. Parameter dependence at each order of expansion for the final spin component along the reference L direction and similarly for the remnant mass Mrem (or, equivalently, the mass loss of the binary δM). 
IV. FITS
Our fitting formulas are constructed using the variables
as well as the auxiliary variable η = m 1 m 2 /m 2 = (1 − δm 2 )/4, where S 1 (S 2 ) is the spin of BH1 (BH2) in units of M 2 , m 1 (m 2 ) is the mass of BH1 (BH2). We further decompose the vector quantities in terms of components parallel and perpendicular to the angular momentum at merger. Hence S ⊥ is the total spin in the orbital plane and S is the spin out of the orbital plane. We will also consider the alternative variable S 0 = S + (1/2)δm ∆ to instead of S .
Note that the spin variables used here are measured during the final plunge (see Fig. 1 ).
A. Fitting the Recoil
Before modeling the mass-ratio dependence of the recoil we will reexamine the cross kick of Ref. [31] . As we noted there, the recoil should take the form (14) where the unit vectorsn i andm i are all in the orbital plane and need not be aligned in any way. As a simplifying assumption, we fit the data assuming all these unit vectors were aligned. While the fit for the N configurations was quite good, we were not able to model the K configurations with the same accuracy. The K configurations started out with non-trivial S ⊥ and ∆ while having ∆ ⊥ = 0 and S = 0, identically. However, these evolved to configurations with non-trivial ∆ ⊥ . The spin directions and recoils for the K configurations are given in Table XXVI. Here we revisit the fitting of the equal-mass N and K configurations by assuming thatn 0 =n 1 =n 2 · · · , m 0 =m 1 =m 2 · · · , and thatn 0 andm 0 are not aligned. Our procedure is as follows. We assume that the angle betweenn 0 andm 0 is some given value, which we will denote by ζ. The expression for the maximum over azimuthal configurations ϕ of the recoil for the N configurations (equal mass only, see Fig. 2 ) then takes on the form
Here∆ ⊥ andS ⊥ are understood to be the magnitudes of the projections of these two vectors in the plane. In practice, we take the coefficients (h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , · · · ) from the hangup kick expression and only fit to the coefficients (c 1 , c 2 ) (we take c 3 and higher coefficients to be zero).
Once we have c 1 and c 2 for a given ζ, we predict the recoil for the K configurations. The prediction takes on the form
where R(ζ)m is a unit vector rotated by ζ fromm. The remaining complication arises because we do not know the direction ofm with respect to the rotated frame where the spins of the K configurations are given. To find this direction, we takem = (cos , sin ). The predicted recoil for a given K configuration will then depend on the actual in-plane components of the spins for that configuration and the angle . We then find the value of that minimizes the sum ϕconf igs
The minimum over of the sum is itself a function of ζ. Finally, we adjust ζ until we find an absolute minimum. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Interestingly, we find that the ζ that minimizes the error is about −59
• . For example, the RMS error in the K45 configurations assuming thatn 0 =m 0 (i.e., ζ = 0) is 275.3 km s −1 , while assuming the angle betweenn 0 andm 0 is −59
• gives an RMS error of 25.2 km s −1 with a maximum recoil of 2234 ± 12 km s −1 . While the RMS error in the prediction for the K22.5 configurations is 48.9km s −1 with a maximum recoil of 1731 ± 25 km s −1
(the RMS errors is 253.4km s −1 is we assumen 0 =m 0 ). With this new fitting, the maximum recoil (over azimuthal configurations) for a given polar configuration is given by 
The errors in the last two coefficients are 2158 ± 204 and 3992 ± 680. Simply adding all possible unequal mass corrections to the recoil formula, even at low order, is fraught with difficulty because of the sheer number of terms (and hence the correspondingly large number of runs required). Here we will settle on a compromise formula. One that is accurate enough in a given mass ratio range (here 1/8 < ∼ q ≤ 1). Our procedure is as follows. We fit each family of fixed mass ratio and polar inclination angle to the form
where V 1 , V 3 , φ 1 , and φ 3 are fitting coefficients and ϕ is the angle (at merger) between ∆ ⊥ for a given PHzzz configuration and the corresponding PH0 configuration.
Our tests indicate that V 1 can be obtained accurately with six choices of the initial φ i angles. These fitting parameters for each of the NQ configurations are given in Table IX . We then model V 1 as a function of S , S ⊥ , ∆ , ∆ ⊥ , and q using terms up through fourth order in the expansion variables. However, because we only consider contributions linear in cos ϕ, only those terms in Table II that are linear in the perpendicular components of the spins enter the fit. A fit to this reduced forms still leads to poor statistics for the fitting constants. We then selectively remove the most poorly fit constants (i.e., set them to zero) and refit. This process is repeated until a satisfactory fit is obtained with the fewest number of free parameters. Note that this procedure does not lead to a unique minimal set of expansion terms.
We fit the full set of unequal mass N configurations to the two forms 
where V x0 indicates a fit assuming the cross kick and hangup kick are aligned and V x59 assumes they are misaligned by 59
• . Finally x = 4 indicates a standard fit, while x = 4 indicates that S 0 replaces S in the formula. We report the fitting parameters in Table X , and we show the results of fits in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 Fig. 5 , we can see that quality of the fit changes with mass ratio. Overall, V 4 0 appears to do best at small mass ratios, at least for the large θ tail. For q = 1/6, there is a noticeable oscillations in the predicted recoil from V 459 and V 40 . Even at q = 1/3, there appears to be systematic error at small θ for V 40 and V 459 . On the other hand, for q = 2, it is V 4 59 that seems to be the outlier (although the errors for all predictions for q = 2 are among the smallest in both relative and absolute magnitude). As shown in Fig. 6 , the relative error in the predicted recoils is under 15% for all but one configuration (where the relative errors is as large as 33% for V 40 ). For V 4 0 , the absolute errors are less than 75 km s −1 . Note that at extrapolations down to q = 1/10, there is reasonably good agreement between all fitting functions. Based on the relative and absolute errors, the extrapolation to mass ratios as small as q = 1/10, and the fact that S 0 is approximately conserved in post-Newtonian theory [71] and in full numerical simulations [52, 72] , we conclude that V 4 59 has the best overall performance.
Note that while S 0 is conserved, the other quantities entering V 4 59 are not. Thus V 4 59 is still a function of the binary's parameters near merger and not at infinite separation.
Motivated by the success of V 4 59 in modeling the recoil, we also reexamined the Padé approximation for the hangup kick kick formula we proposed in [30] . The Padé 
which has pole whenS ≈ 0.8015. This pole can only be reached for mass ratios smaller than q = 1/8. However, by replacing S with S 0 in Eq. (26), there is no pole for any physically allowed values for the spins. We were thus able to fit the recoil to the form
where
The coefficients 2138.28 and 4204.95 in Eq. (29) where obtained by fitting to the equal-mass N configurations assuming an angle of 59
• between the cross and hangup components. The remaining non-zero components are given in Table X , and we compare the predictions of V p 59 to V 4 59 in Table XIV .
B. Fitting the radiated energy and remnant spin
The total mass loss of the binary from its complete inspiral (starting at infinite separation) is given by
where m 1 and m 2 are the initial masses of the two BHs and M rem is the remnant mass. Since the BH horizon is essentially constant during the inspiral, we get a very good approximation to δM using
where M 1 and M 2 are the horizon masses of the two BHs in the binary as measured after the initial burst of radiation.
For each family of N configurations with fixed q and θ, (21)- (25) and Eqs. (27)- (29) for the remnant recoil velocity in. All coefficients not given here were set to zero. we fit δM to the form
where E c , E φ , and φ 2 are fitting constants. We also fit the square of the dimensionless remnant spin α 2 to the form,
where A c , A φ , and φ a 2 are fitting constants. The results are given in Table XI. Note that E c and A c dominate the expressions for the mass loss and remnant spin. Note also that in Tables XI and XXI-XXIII there are missing entries. These missing entries are due to missing remnant horizon mass and spin data.
To fit E c and A c as functions of q and θ, we start by refitting the configurations of Healy et al. [42] . We need to refit the results there because our fitting formulas are different. There the fits were to the remnant mass and the z-component of the final spin, here we are fitting to the mass loss and square of the final spin.
As in [42] , we keep terms up through fourth-order in the spins and δm, and enforce the particle limit. Our fitting function for E c is given by
where E HU is given by [74] E HU = 0.0025829 − 0.0773079
E c denotes that spins are aligned or counteraligned with the orbital angular momentum, and E isco is the energy of the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO). For the fits here and below we approximate E isco by the ISCO energy of a particle on an equatorial geodesic on a Kerr background with spin parameter α =S . Note that we define E HU using the S 0 variable. This is due to the fact that E HU would have a pole at small mass ratios if we defined it using S. In the equal-mass limit, both definitions are equivalent. As in our fits to the recoil, we successively remove the most uncertain of the fitting coefficients. Our final fitting parameters are summarized in Table XII . We then fit E c from each family of the N configurations to
where E c is given by Eq. (34), and the constants e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , 1 , 2 , and 3 were determined in [52] (note that the constants e 1 , · · · , here are denoted by e 1 , · · · in [52] ). For convenience of the reader, those constants are also given in Table XII . The remaining terms in Eq. (36) were chosen by adding even powers in δm to terms present in the equal-mass case. In addition, we found that term odd in δm (E F ) was needed in order to fit the q = 2 family. When fitting the remaining constants in Eq. (36) we take all previously fitted constants as exact (i.e., we do not include the uncertainties in these constants in subsequent fits). Once again, we successively remove the least certain of the new fitting constants. The final fitting parameters are given in Table XII . In the table, we report on fits using our standard choice of variables { S, ∆, δm} and the alternative choice { S 0 , ∆, δm}. In both cases, E isco is calculated using S, and E HU is calculated using S 0 .
We use a very similar procedure for fitting A c . We start by refitting the data from Healy et al. [42] to
where A HU is given by [74] A HU = 0.686403 + 0.613203S 0 − 0.107373S
and L isco is the angular momentum of a particle at the ISCO. Note that we define A HU using S 0 . Here, again, we use the ISCO for a Kerr black hole with spin parameter α = S . The remaining terms in Eq. (39) were chosen by adding even powers in δm to terms present in the equalmass case. While we added one term odd in δm (A F ), this term was ultimately set to zero. As in our fits to the radiated energy and recoil, we successively remove the most uncertain of the fitting coefficients. Our final fitting parameters are summarized in Table XIII . We then fit A c from each family of the N configurations to
where A c is given by Eq. (37), and again the constants a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 were determined in [52] . For convenience of the reader, we also provide these constants in Table XIII . When fitting the remaining constants in Eq. (39) we take all previously fitted constants as exact (i.e., we do not include the uncertainties in these constants in subsequent fits). Once again, we successively remove the least certain of the new fitting constants. The final fitting parameters are given in Table XIII . In the table, we report on fits using our standard choice of variables { S, ∆, δm} and the alternative choice { S 0 , ∆, δm}. In both cases the particle-limit terms δm 6 S 2 (1 + 12η) + 2ηL iscoS are calculated using S and A HU is calculated using S 0 . 
Plots of the fitted Ec versus inclination angle θ and q for the N configurations. Each data point represents the value of Ec for a family of azimuthal configurations with the same inclination angle and mass ratio. Note δM ≈ Ec, and that a prime denotes that S0 was used in the fits, rather than S.
Overall the fits for the radiated energy δM are accurate to within 3% (that is a 3% error in the radiated mass, not a 3% error in the remnant mass) and the fits for the square of remnant spin are accurate to within 10%. There is no clear advantage here for using S 0 or S as the expansion variable. (36) . A prime (') indicates that the variable S was replaced by S0 in the fitting formula (except in Eisco, which always takesS as its arguments). All coefficients not given here were set to zero identically. Note that the equal-mass terms e1, e2, e3, 1, 2, and 3 are unaffected by the change from S to S0. (37) and (39) . A prime (') indicates that the variable S was replaced by S0 in the fitting formula (except for Lisco, which always takesS as its argument). All coefficients not given here were set to zero identically. Note that the equal-mass terms a1, a2, a3, ζ1, ζ2, ζ3 are unaffected by the change from S to S0. 
V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Now that we have empirical formulas for the recoil velocity of the remnant BH that are shown to be accurate at least for moderate spins and mass ratios, we can begin to model the distributions of astrophysical recoils. Our formulas are based on the spin-magnitudes and direction measured during the final plunge. We will thus be using several assumptions to tie the statistical distributions of spins for distant binaries to the statistical distributions of spins near merger. Our primary assumption will be that the distribution of inclination angles at merger is the same as the distribution of inclination angles for distant binaries (note, this is an assumption on distributions, we are not assuming that a given binary's spin-inclination angle will not change). We expect that for distant binaries the azimuthal orientations of the spins are uniformly distributed. However, postNewtonian spin resonances can align or anti-align the two spins in the binary azimuthally [75] [76] [77] . To account for this, we will consider three azimuthal distributions, both spins aligned azimuthally, both spins anti-aligned azimuthally, and random azimuthal alignments.
To this end, we consider binaries with spin magnitudes α 1 and α 2 given by the hot and cold accretion models described in Ref. [32] , and the "dry" merger model described in Ref. [78] . The distributions are given by
, where a = 3.212 ± 0.258, b = 1.563 ± 0.093; a = 5.935 ± 0.642, b = 1.856 ± 0.146; and a = 10.5868, b = 4.66884, for hot, cold, and dry mergers, respectively.
For the directions of the spinsŜ 1 andŜ 2 , we use the
, there θ is measured in radians and a = 2.018 ± 0.181, b = 5.244 ± 0.604 and a = 2.544 ± 0.198, b = 19.527 ± 2.075 for hot and cold accretion, respectively. For dry mergers, we choose a distribution uniform in cos θ.
In addition, we use a mass ratio distribution motivated by cosmological simulations P (q) ∝ q −0.3 (1 − q), as given in Ref. [79] [80] [81] . Figure 11 shows the resulting probabilities for a given recoil v or larger (i.e., an integrated probability). Perhaps not too surprisingly, the dry distribution with antialigned spins (azimuthally) give the largest probabilities for high recoils. We summarize the probabilities for very high recoils in 9 . Plots of the fitted Ac versus inclination angle θ and q for the N configurations. Each data point represents the value of Ac for a family of azimuthal configurations with the same inclination angle and mass ratio. Note that α ≈ √ Ac and that a prime denotes that S0 was used in the fits, rather than S. ment, on the other hand, the probability would be 66 times larger (for dry mergers with random alignment the probability would be 9500 times larger). In Figs. 12 and 13 , we show the probability distributions for a binary losing δM of its total mass to gravitational radiation (i.e., P (δM)) and the probability that the remnant will have a spin α (i.e., P (α)). Unlike in the previous figures, here we show the raw probabilities rather than the integrated ones. The probability distribution P (δM) has three distinct regions: a large peak centered at δM = 0, which is produced by the small mass ratio binaries, a plateau where the distribution is almost constant, and decaying tail at high energies. The plateau ends at δM ≈ 4% for dry mergers, δM ≈ 7% for hot accretion, and δM ≈ 8% for cold accretion. The plateau extends to the highest energies for the cold accretion model, indicating that such binaries will, on average, be the loudest gravitational wave sources.
This long plateau in the radiated energy distribution is related to the probability that merger remnant will have high spin, which in turn is related to the probability that the binary will have a large net spin in the direction of the orbital angular momentum. As shown in Fig. 13 , the probability distribution for the remnant spin magnitude for dry mergers is very broad and peaks at α ≈ 0.7, with very low probabilities for high spins. The hot and cold accretion models lead to much narrower peaks centered at higher spins (near α ≈ 0.9 for cold accretion). Both these models have the spins of the two BHs strongly aligned with the orbital angular momentum. This leads to both large radiated energies and large remnant spins [32] .
The fact that black holes merging in an accretion dominated environment have a non-negligible probability of The probability (non-integrated) for a mass loss of δM. The blue (solid) curves are for cold accretion models, the red (dot-dashed) curves are for hot accretion models, and gray (dotted) curves are for dry mergers. Within a given color/linestyle (blue, red, gray), the dark shade indicates that the spins were aligned azimuthally, the light shade indicates that the spins were anti-aligned azimuthally, and the intermediate shade indicates random azimuthal alignment. The upper panel displays probabilities when the radiated energy is modeled in terms of the spin variableS and the lower panel when the variable is chosen to beS0. radiating up to 8−9% of their total mass make them more visible for gravitational wave detectors than binary black holes merging in a relatively dry scenario. In particular, according to Fig. 12 wet mergers produce nearly double the radiation of dry mergers (and hence roughly 1.4 times the gravitational wave strain), which means that merging BHs from accretion dominated systems are detectable in a volume 2.8 times larger than for dry mergers [82] [83] [84] [85] .
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we revisited the question of generating empirical formulas describing the remnant mass, spin, and recoil from the mergers of black-hole binaries. We extended the formulas of Refs. [31, 52] to include explicit mass difference dependence.
Our final formula for the recoil along the orbital angular momentum at merger is given by Eqs. (21)- (25) with fitting coefficients provided in the Table X. While we pro- 13 . The probability (non-integrated) for a remnant spin α. The blue (solid) curves are for cold accretion models, the red (dot-dashed) curves are for hot accretion models, and gray (dotted) curves are for dry mergers. Within a given color/linestyle (blue, red, gray), the dark shade indicates that the spins were aligned azimuthally, the light shade indicates that the spins were anti-aligned azimuthally, and the intermediate shade indicates random azimuthal alignment. The upper panel displays probabilities when the final remnant spin magnitude is modeled in terms of the total spin variableS and the lower panel when the variable is chosen to beS0.
vide several alternatives of fitting to study the robustness of the empirical formula, our results favor formula V 4 59 .
While Fig. 5 provides an overview of the quality of the fittings for the recoil velocities from our simulations in the range of 1/6 ≤ q ≤ 2, Fig. 6 gives a more quantitative measure of the absolute and relative errors of the fits. We observe that all but one point lies within a relative error of 12% (which translated to an absolute error bound of within 100km s −1 ). These errors should be acceptable for most astrophysical applications. And in particular to estimate the probability of observing recoiling black holes near active galactic nuclei with peculiar features such as displaced narrow and wide spectral lines, displaced luminosity centers, etc. (see [86, 87] for a review). An important factor to consider is also the life-time of accretion disks carried by recoiling black holes [88, 89] , as they can only be observed for a few million years and at distances from the center of the colliding galaxies that depend strongly on the angle of the recoil with respect to the final orbital plane. Large recoil velocities being strongly beamed along the orbital angular momentum (See Figs. 11-14 of Ref. [32] ).
We also provide fitting formulas adapted to include the unequal mass parameter δm for the total radiated gravitational energy of the binary. The leading terms of the radiated energy are given by expression (36) , with fitting coefficients given in Table XII. Figure 7 shows the actual fitting curves for the alternative variables based on S or S 0 , which provides a measure of the errors in truncating the fitting formula. Figure 8 shows the residuals of such fits (the relative error is within 3% of the total radiated energy).
The final spin magnitude of the remnant black hole can also be fitted with our new formula. The leading term of the final spin (actually α 2 ) is given by expression (39), with fitting coefficients given in Table XIII. Figure 9 shows the actual fitting of the curves for the alternative variables based on S or S 0 , which provides a measure of the errors in truncating the fitting formula. Figure 10 shows the residuals of such fittings. The relative errors (except for one point) are within 10% for the square of the spin.
Finally, we note that our modeling is based on configurations with one BH spinning and the other non-spinning extrapolated to both BHs spinning. In the small-massratio regime, where the spin of the lighter component will have a relatively small effect, this extrapolation should be accurate. However, when then spin of both BHs are dynamically important, we can foresee two main sources of error. First S and ∆ will not be aligned, which means that our formulas should depend on the azimuthal orientations of S ⊥ and ∆ ⊥ independently. Second, the magnitude of S and ∆ can be effectively double the magnitudes achievable with the N configurations (but only in the similar mass regime). We partially addressed the first source of error when we refit the K configurations. Our new model is based on the terms ∆ ⊥ = ∆ ·n 1 and S ⊥ = S ·n 2 wheren 1 andn 2 are rotated with respect to each other by 59
• , which we found to be the correct azimuthal dependence of the recoil for K configurations. And while this modification allowed for an accurate modeling of the K configurations, it had a negligible effect on the statistical distribution of recoils. We thus have good evidence that this first source of error is acceptable for statistical studies. The second source of error is potentially more problematic because we use terms up to fourth-order in the spin (and hence errors can increase by a factor of 16). Fortunately, these terms tend to be largest for the equalmass configurations that we previously studied and used to construct our empirical formulas.
In conclusion, we provided a set of formulas that describe the final state of the mergers of black hole binaries within reasonable errors for astrophysical applications and tested in the comparable mass ratio regime of 1/6 ≤ q ≤ 6 and spins S/m 2 ≤ 0.8 with reasonable extrapolation properties. In this appendix we provide detailed data for the 126 new BHB configurations studied here. Our configurations have one BH spinning (generally the larger one, except for the q = 2 configurations) and the other nonspinning. The initial data parameters are given in Tables XV-XVII. The radiated angular momentum, mass, and recoil (all in the original frame) are given in Tables XVIII-XX. In Tables XXI-XXIII we compare the radiated mass and angular momentum as measured by the isolated horizons formalism to the radiated mass and angular momentum as measured directly from ψ 4 . The difference between the two measures provides an error estimate for the ψ 4 -based measure of these quantities. The missing entries in these tables are due to missing horizon data for certain configurations. Finally, in Tables XXIV-XXVI, we give the BH spins and remnant recoil in the rotated frame of the final plunge.
TABLE XV. Initial data parameters. In all cases the puncture masses were chosen such that the total ADM mass of the binary was 1.0 ± 10 −6 M . Here the punctures are located at (x1,2, 0, 0) with momenta ±(0, p, 0) and spins S = (Sx, Sy, Sz). For the Q200 configurations S1 = S and S2 = 0, for the rest, S1 = 0 and S2 = S. The approximate initial eccentricities ei, eccentricities measured over the last orbit e f , and the number of orbits N , are also given. 
